Abstract
Introduction
As a model for the description of the asynchronous and concurrent phenomenon, Petri nets have been widely used in various fields [1] [2] [3] , and have shown their unique advantage especially in concurrent systems. However, the synchronization between information in some systems often occurs, such as the synchronization between information sending, transferring, and receiving. In order to exactly depict the synchronization, the concept of synchronic distance is presented to describe the synchronization of the actual systems in the synchrony theory [4] . The synchronic distance is not only an analyzing metric to describe the synchronic relationship between two events, but also a tool to analyze the dynamic behavior of systems. Many literatures have shown that it is very useful for system design, analysis, modeling and optimization, one of the most successful application areas is the workflow domain [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Since the computation of synchronic distance involves both structure and initial markings of net systems, it undoubtedly brings some difficulties to the solution of synchronic distance. The computation of synchronic distance in some special subclass of Petri nets are relatively simple and feasible so far [8] [9] . However, the computation of synchronic distance in a normal Petri net is still very difficult.
The paper gives the solution methods of the synchronic distance between two transitions by a observe-place. Its principle can be found in details in the reference [10] . In the Petri net shown in Figure 1 , according to the principle of observe-place, we obtain   t . Undoubtedly, there is some dependence between the two transition firings, so  
Figure 1. A Fair Petri Net
From the result in the previous researches, the paper discusses the computation of the synchronic distance between any two transitions in a fair Petri net by adopting the notion of the weighted synchronic distance. By assigning a weight to the arc between an observe-place and a transition, the purpose is to make the number of tokens in an observe-place in some cases will not infinitely increase as the number of the cycle process section loops.
2．A Net System with a Weighted Observe-place and an Augumented Cover Ability Tree
The basic concepts and conclusions of Petri nets can be found in details in the reference [11] . For the convenience of the later discussion, the related basic concepts, terminology, and notations are introduced in this section. For a fair Petri net, if it has primitive repetitive vectors, then that is unique. Therefore when computing the synchronic distance between two transitions by adopting the weighted synchronic distance, a weight on an arc connecting an observe-place and a transition is also unique. In order to distinguish observe-place in the paper from that in literature [12] , the observe-place here is called the weighted observe-place. 
2)if not exist the primitive repetitive vector X such that 
indicates that the number of tokens in a weighted observe-place ij s is the minimum number of tokens. It means that as long as the transition j t fires several times, the tokens in ij s will be emptied at last, so 
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An Algorithm of Computing Synchronic Distance
The computation of the synchronic distance between two transitions in a fair Petri net is divided into four steps: 1. A cover ability tree of the original net system  is first constructed; 2. A net system with a weighted observe-place s  is obtained by allocating a suitable weight function on an arc connecting a weighted observe-place and a transition; 3. Next we allocate initial tokens for the weighted observe-place s during constructing the augumented cover ability tree for s  ; 4. After we observe the maximum tokens in the weighted observe-place during constructing the cover ability tree for a net system with a weighted observe-place s  . The synchronic distance between two transitions is finally obtained. 
The Algorithm Allocating the Initial Tokens to the Weighted Observe-place

